This paper discusses the modeling of Tower qf Hanoi using the concepts
Introduction
"In the great temple of benares ....... beneath the done which marks the centre of the world, rests a brass place in which are fixed three diamond needles, each a cubit high and as thick. as the body of a bee. On one of these needles, at the creation, God placed sixty-four disks of pure gold, the largest disc resting on the bras plate and the others getting smaller and smaller up to the top one. This is the Towers of Brahma. Day and night unceasingly the priests transfer the discs from one diamond needle to another according to the fixed and immutable laws of Brahma, which require that the priest on duty must not move more than one disc at a time and that he must place this disc on a needle so that there is no smaller disc below it" by W.W. Rouse Ball, 1974. This quotation from Mathematical Recreations and Essays hints at the origin of the classic puzzle, written by de Parville in La Nature, Paris, and known since 1883 as the "Towers of Hanoi".
In its classical form, the Towers of Hanoi puzzle consists of three vertical pegs mounted on a board and a set of disks or rings graded in size. Initially, all the rings are stacked on one peg in order by size, with the largest ring at the bottom and the smallest at the top. Solving the puzzle involves moving the rings from their original peg (source peg) to one of the other pegs (target peg) and stacking them in the same initial order by using two simple rules: move only one ring at a time, and never stack a ring on top of a smaller one.
Mathematicians, computer scientists, and artificial intelligence professionals keep a special place in their hearts for the Towers of Hanoi. Almost every computer-science textbook uses the Towers of Hanoi to teach recursion. Recursive Towers of Hanoi algorithms have also become one of the standard benchmark tests to evaluate the performance of computer hardware.
The minimum number of moves to complete the puzzle, if one makes all the right moves, is a function of the number of rings. For n rings, a minimum of 2n -1 moves are necessary to complete the puzzle.
A recursive procedure to solve the Towers of Hanoi puzzle can be expressed: Towers(n,source,target)
If n = 1 {\bf Then} Move (n,source,target) Else Towers (n-l,source,spare) Move (n,source,target) Towers (n-l,spare,source).
Although recursive procedures are very powerful mechanisms that provide simple and elegant ways of thinking about these types of problems, they do not always use computer resources such as time and working memory in the most efficient way.
The human brain is the most complex computing device known to man. The brain's powerful thinking, remembering, and problem-solving capabilities have inspired many scientists to attempt computer modelling of its operation. One group of researchers has sought to create a computer model that matches the functionality of the brain in a very fundamental manner; the result has been neural computing. Neural networks are human attempts to simulate and understand what goes on in nervous system, with the hope of capturing some of the power of these biological systems. These models are composed of many nonlinear computational element operating in parallel and arranged in pattems reminiscent of biological neural nets.
Neural network, parallel distributed processing, or connectionist model provides a unique computing architecture whose potential has only begun to be tapped. Used to address problems that are intractable or cumbersome with traditional methods. these new computing architectures inspired by the structure of the brain are radically different from the computers that are widely used today. They represent some of the most active research areas in artiticial intelligence and cognitive science today.
Neural networks provide an effective approach for a broad spectrum of applications. The recent excitement is due to the promising qualities artificial neural systems exhibit in addressing challenging questions of intelligence. For instance, characteristic of a neural system is its distribution of knowledge across a network of units. Neural systems have shown promising results for a number of these problems, including content addressable memory, pattern recognition and association, category formation, speech production, and global optimization, see Kohonen 1984; Rumelhart and McClelland 1986; Hoptield and Tank 1986.
Computational elements or nodes are connected via weights that are typically adapted during use to improve performance. Neural net models are specified by the net topology, node characteristics, and training or learning rules. These rules specify an initial set of weights and indicate how weights should be adapted during use to improve performance. Most neural net algorithm also adapt connection weights in time to improve performance based on current result. Adaptation or learning is a major focus of neural net research. Adaptation also provides a degree of robustness by compensating for minor variabilities in characteristics of processing elements. These nets are highly parallel building blocks that illustrate neural net components and design principles and can be used to construct more complex systems.
. Input Representation
The task of modeling is performed in two ways. First, train a three-layer backpropagation network to solve the Towers of Hanoi puzzle by presenting it with all the steps necessary to solve the puzzle for a fixed number of rings. The net will have to learn the steps in the correct sequence. Second, train a composite network to solve the puzzle by learning its rules. By leaming the rules, the net can solve the problem for any given number of rings.
To solve the Towers of Hanoi puzzle, the four-ring puzzle and a training set of 15 samples is used. Each sample represents one move and consists of twol2-element vectors. Each vector is to be interpreted as three groups of four elements.
Each group represents one peg, and the position of each element within the group represents a ring size, increasing from left to right. For instance, the first input vector (1111 0000 0000) represents the initial condition of the puzzle when all four rings are on the first (source) peg. This is indicated by placing four "1 s" in the first group. The leftmost "1" on the first group represents the presence of the smallest ring in the first peg and so on. Presented with this input vector, the net must learn to generate the output vector (0 111 1 (X)O (>000), indicating that the smallest ring must be moved from the first to the second (next clockwise) peg. For the second step the correct move will be (0011 1000 0100), indicating that the second ring has been placed on the third peg. Listing 1 shows the contents of the file holding the training set.
(1111 0 0000) (0 111 l 000 0000) (0111 1000 0000) (0011 1000 0100) (0011 1000 0100) (0011 0000 1100) (0011 0000 1100) (0001 0010 1100) (0001 0010 1100) (1001 0010 0100) (1001 0010 0100) (1001 0110 0000) (1001 0110 0000) (00011110 0000) (0001 1110 0000) (0000 1110 0001) (0000 1110 0001) (0000 0110 1001) (0000 0110 1001) (0100 0010 1001) (0100 0010 1001) (1100 0010 0001) (1100 0010 0001) (1100 0000 0011) (1100 0000 0011) (0100 1000 0011) (0100 1000 0011) (0000 1000 0111) (0000 1000 0111) (0000 0000 1111)
Listing 1: The 15 Samples of Trainning Set
A training set is a set of input or target pattern pairs. The patterns· in the training set are presented to the network repeatedly. Each training iteration consists of presenting each input/output pattern pair once. When all patterns in the training set have been presented, the training iteration is completed, on the next training iteration is begun. This might entail hundreds or thousands of training iterations.
Methodology
To solve the Towers of Hanoi Puzzle, the backpropagation learning algorithm was chosen for its well known properties and its successes in solving similar tasks. The net built can be seen in Figure 1 .
Input Layer
Different networks were used to learn the minimum step equence to solve thefour ring Towers of Hanoi Puzzle. The size (number of elements) of the input vectors determined the number of neurodes in the input layer; the number of desired outputs (target vector's size) determined the number of neurodes in the output layer; and a different number of neUJ·ode from three to twelve were used in the hidden layer.
The size of the hidden (middle) layer is really our choice. If the middle layer is too large, it will encourage the network to memorize the input patterns rather than generalized the input into features. This reduces the network's ability to handle unfamiliar inputs after training is complete. On the other hand, a middle layer that is too small will drastically extend the number of iterations required to train the network and will likely reduce the accuracy of recall.
There are three to twelve processing elements used. As we can see here, the ten neurodes in the middle layer can be considered as a compromise. and the most efticient network.
Typically an application of backpropagation requires both a training set and a test set. Both the training set and the test set contain input/output pattern pairs. While the training set is used to train the network, the test set used to assess the performance of the network after training is complete. In this application both ets are taken from real data.
This backpropagation networks are trained by a technique called upervised learning, where by the network is presented with a series of pattern pairs -each pair consisting of an input pattern and a target output pattern. Each pattern is a vector of real input pattern and is used to determine the error values in the network when the weights are adjusted. Upon each pre entation, weights are adjusted to decrease the difference between the network's output and the target output.
The principal strength of backpropagation is:
1.
Its relatively general pattern mapping capability; it can learn a tremendous variety of pattern mapping relationship.
2.
It does not require any a priori knowledge of a mathematical function that maps the input patterns to the output pattems; backpropagation merely needs examples of the mapping to be learned.
3.
The flexibility of the paradigm is enhanced by the large number of design choices available -choices for the number of layers, interconnections, processing units, learning constant and data representation.
4.
Able to addres a broad spectrum of applications.
The largest drawback with backpropagation appears to be its convergence time. Training sessions can require hundreds or thousands of iterations for relatively simple problems. Realistic applications may have thousands of examples in a training set, and it may takes days of computing time to complete training.
Output Representation
When a network is trained successfully, it produces correct answers more and more often as the 'training session progresses. It is important, to have a quantitative measure of learning. All but the first net succeeded in learning the steps of the puzzle. It seems reasonable to attribute the failure of the 12-03-12 network to the small number of neurodes in its hidden layer. The net could not map the 12-dimensional input patterns properly into its 3-dimensional space. The training was stopped at the 5,000th iteration, because the value of the output error was oscillating rather than decreasing, as expected in the case of successfulleaming. Table 1 also shows how the number of learning iterations over the training set decreases while the size of the hidden layer increases. Meanwhile, the learning times seem to have an optimal point, a minima. When selecting from one of these networks, the trade-off between the number of learning iterations and times was taken in consideration. So the network with ten processing elements in the hidden layer was chosen, see Figure 4 (a) and 4(b) for each of the criteria: iterations and time. 
E3 ''"'
We too can use different et of transfer function on each network. Since the topology with 10 proce ing elements in the hidden layer i the best, a different set of transfer function: tanh, sine and sigmoid was trained. The sigmoid curve is the best solution because it activates the summation and transfer eparately, where the linear and tanh function treat the summation and the transfer function equally. This is not true. From the equation given and it was discus ed, see Aleksander, Igor and Morton Helen, 1990, Cybenko, George 1989 and Hecht-Nielsen, Robett, 1989, they are suppo ed to be different. The error occurred obtained in the sigmoid function is the minimum. That is why the sigmoid curve is the best transfer tool. See Figure  7 . The errors are obtained from the difference between the desired output and the output produced. This can be een in Figure 8 below. I -TANII -SINit 0 SIGMOID l As we can see here, the topology 12-10-12 gives the smallest error compared to other topologies. Overall, the topology 12-10-12 is the most efficient from time, iteration and error occurred.
The root-mean-squared (nns) en·or is usually calculated to retlect the d~gree to which teaming was taken place in the network. This measurement ret1ects how close the network is to getting the con·ect answers. tjp is the target value for output unit $j$ after presentation of pattem p Xjp is the output value produced by output unit $j$ after presentation of p np is the number of pattern in the training et n 0 is the number of units in the output layer (1) As the network learns, its {\it rms} en·or decreases. Generally, an {\it rms} value below 0.1 indicates that a network has learned its training set. The rmserror was attached to the same frame where the network was built.
Conclusion
Here, we can conclude that the ten neurodes in the middle layer i.e. 12-10-12 is the most efficient net topology for modeling the Tower of Hanoi. Its also shows that the learning rule success in solving the task.
Particular, two central concerns was examined: the nature of leamable representations within Artificial Neural System's designs, and the different forms of learning rules u ed to encode representation within the connective weights of a network. The choice of a network's architecture imposes certain inherent biases which bear directly on the kind of function that can ultimately be represented within the network.
A learning rule is an algorithm used to modify weights in an neural network for the purpose of acquiring an appropriate mapping function. The error correcting rules differfrom COITelational rules in the use of gradient descent techniques, and here proven to be effective on many problems. They are subject, however, to the inherent limitations of ,hill climbing methods: becoming caught in local minima, sensitivity to the input presentation order, and characteristically show learning caused by the need to make small incremental teps over a large number of input presentations.
6.

Future Directions and Issues
New architectures and learning rules continue to be proposed. With the sudden surge of interest in neural network, new developments will undoubtedly continue for sometime. What is now perhaps needed more than novel approaches are further theoretical results concerning the inherent constraints and biases of these systems. A clearer understanding of the general capabilities and limitations of neural network's would provide valuable guidance for research in this field.
Computational models with neural network arch\tectures have progressed tremendously since their inception in the 1950s. Advances over four decades have brought us from simple twolayered architectures that required cumbersome hardware implementation to the simulation of hundreds of thousands of processing units on a digital computer. Biological neural models have advanced from simplified models of binary-state neurons to the simulation of networks of neurons with many biological details included.
Representation and preprocessing can inilucnce the performance level of a neural network and can help solve the problem of addrc sing the high degree of complexity in real-world problems.
Other issues that require further work include assessments of capabilities, accountability, and reliability in trained neural networks.
Neural networks are likely to address problems with a great deal of complexity, such as speech recognition and visual processing. Neural networks are likely to have an impact on an extremely broad base of applications areas, including financial analysis; image processing in defense, medical, industrial domains, diagnosis in medical and commercial domains; robotic control; speech recognition and synthesis; sensor data classification; and information encoding. Neural networks appear to be good at olving problems such as pattern recognition, pattern mapping, the analysis of noisy patterns, associative lookups, and pattem completions, in addition to providing systems that can learn and adapt during use. Successful applications have been designed, built, and commercialized, and investigators continue to extend this success.
Although evolution built the first neurobiological system, humankind's relentless search to emulate nature has motivated the neurai network approach to computing. As the capabilities of neural network architectures become understood more completely, both their limits and abilities provide lessons for computer engineering and brain research. The continuing effort to evolve human-made systems that mimic parts of biological architectures has, with the advent of neural networks, taken a giant step forward. The success of biological neural systems is certain and self-evident. The performance and utility of artificial system is gradually unfolding as research progresses, and will continue to have an impact on our lives.
